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God’s Universal Laws  

 The Law of Sacrifice 

 

The Law of Sacrifice is defined as that which we are to give up in order to receiving what it is we 

desire.  This principle is applicable to everything in this world. Whether it be on a personal level 

or business in order to get something we must give up something.  To have food we must give 

up something to receive it.  To be able to receive that big business contract the business must 

give up something in order to get it.  It doesn’t matter what the circumstances is.  In 

comparison with the Law of Focus it is what we are willing not to do in order to focus on what it 

is we desire. The two laws have a different focal point but come to the same conclusion – we 

have to give up something to get something. Abraham was willing to give up his only son in 

order to get what he wanted which was God’s favor. In doing so, Abraham not only was spared 

the life of his son but gain more abundance than could he have ever imagined. 

 

The final law identified within this story is also reflected in Abraham when he spoke to his son 

about God providing a lamb to be sacrificed.  Abraham could have told his son about God’s 

requested sacrifice and in doing so would have caused an outcome different than what God had 

requested.  However, Abraham praised God in his answer to his son’s question and not alarm 

Isaac as well. Abraham in his speaking gave God the ability to know that while he was going to 

go through with sacrificing Isaac he believed God would provide his own sacrifice and it was this 

belief that he did not tell Isaac of the planned sacrifice. By doing this, Abraham placed him in a 

position of being able to receive the blessing of God of providing His own sacrifice instead of 

Abraham’s son – The Law of Giving and Receiving.   

 


